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Summary. The Savannah River Laboratory has performed physics studies on DO lattices of fuel assemblies inten f > was atched to

R3/Adam reactor being built by A. B. Atomenergi. -Buckling temperature coefficients up to 220 C were measured at Siqa* " oible for compan
lattice pitches of 24-4 27 0 nn 30-0 cm center-towcenter, between fuel assemblies, in the Pressurized Suberitical Exijn ;,, .
(PSE). Central cell foil activation traverses were also made at room temperature and at 217 C. Two buckling me c 8 jroballities, therms
room temperature were made in the Process Development Wle (PDP) at triangular pitches of 23 7 and 30-B8 cm using a substi. - fast and sow c
tion technique in which R3fAdam fuel replaces similar assemblies composed of smaller diameter oxide rods. The experini lustr of 1.27 cm o:
results compared well with calculations. , ., r match is shc

* Infroduetion * Discussion wi poison positi
InrdcinDiscussion &iunder the PI

As part of a Swedish-U.S. eichange program on Dcscript on of BR3/Adam Ful A bie the PDP, th(
D,0 moderated power reactors, the Savannah River . .Jribular lattice pito
Laboratory (SRL)' was requested to measure the The Swedish U02 fuelwai the form o sanb arrangement
bucklings of l)O moderated lattices utilizing natural pelt..0c ndaee otandi icl2 4e.Teouterrtubes having an outer diameter of 1.87 c n _ tdtimaui

thickness of 0-075 cm. The density of the oxide nt rerThswreu
individual pellets was 10.4 to .10.6 glems. Ea wele i um
was about 77 cm in length and was welded c]lQ, srequl saial

390cn both ends. Helium gas filled the unused space'd m o c
the tube. Fuel assemblies were clusters of 19 r geitoes cteliisthetst fel.
arranged as shown in Figure 1. No shroud tubet e 'st fuel At eac
used on the clusters. In the exponential axeriM

0two lengths of rods were connected togete to ~ ~ 'i rgoswr S.
* fuel assemblies approximately 154 cm in legl1 setalyie: ''OoC)e)(s'e.tiay =de

together to make assemblies that were about 2blW'- s
in length. At the junctions between fuel rodsith' 's- PSE Bus
were vertical gaps 4J5 cm long in which no fuJc

* Experimenl Facilities

Oxide Rod: aedigr' OD L87cm
QnfQr ThitMk7X= ao7cm

OzVeYe& OD-Iytr
Czatrceoy-2-aod)

71g. 1. Swedish UO. fuel assembly for R3/Adam

uranium oxide fuel assemblies of Swedish design. These
fuel assemblies, which are intended for later use in the
R3/Adam reactor [1] being built south of Stockholm,
were furnished to SRL by A.B. Atomenergi. The
primary purpose of the experiments was to obtain
measurements of the temperature coefficient of
buckling in SRL's unique pressurized exponential, the
PSE [2]. Secondary purposes included the measure-
ment of lattice cell flux distributions at room tempe-
rature and at 217° C and the determination of room
temperature bucklings in SRL's critical facility, the
PDP [3]. In a separate paper [4] from A. B. Atom-
energi the buckling measurements are compared with
experiments that were done later in the Swedish
reactor, RO, and in the Swedish Exponential, ZEBRA.

* The information contained in this article was developed
during the course of work under contract AT(07-2).l with the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

Exponential buckling measurements were mi
the Subcritical Experiment (SE) [5] and the P1essi
ized Subcritical Experiment (PSE) [2]. The SEtc
sists of a cylindrical aluminum tank, with ajilisi
diameter of 152.4 cm; it is sheathed with 0-076 m'v
cadmium and -placed vertically above the Stamidi
Pile (SP), a graphite, enriched uranium reactor [6],f
The PSE consists of self-pressurizing carbon steel tat
approximately 168 cm in diameter that can be le~X
up to 220° C by steam coils. The tank is line4A
stainless steel. Neutrons are supplied by 5 retractal
Sb sources positioned inside fixed Be tubes.- '

The substitution critical measurements were rn4
in the Process Development Pile (PDP) [3]. The P1
consists of a bare stainless steel tank 494-7 cm in idi
meter. Its effective height is controlled by D2t 1ey
and was limited by the length of the fuel assembli
and their vertical position in the tank.

Laaice Arrangements

For the exponential experiments, the 19 rod
ters of R3/Adam fuel were arranged in square lattic
arrays. At the 30 cm and 27 cm pitches, 21 assemblib
were arranged in a five-by-five, fuel-centered litti(
with an assembly removed from each corner. At -t
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Iin>S pitch, 24 assemblies were arranged in sasix.by-
'tjiIoderator-centered lattice with three assemblies

!; s8 oved from each corner. For a fuel-centered lattice,
i ij center of a fuel assembly coincided with the axis

fthe tank} for a moderator-centered lattice the center
X t§* square, formed by four assemblies, was placed

x ctt enter of the tank.
ai.:'.Measurements in the PDP were performed by

,ubstitutbon techniques. An outer "driver" lattice
iTtJO2 rod clusters was used surrounding a central

containing the .test lattice. The driver lattice
juel was matched to the R3/Adam fuel as closely as

~si~pble for comparable bucklings, resonance. escape
,,tobbilitie5. thermal migration areas, neutron ages,

i;};d Bft and slow diffusion coefficients. The 31 rod
'of 1.27cm oxide rods chosen to achieve the

G ~irematch is shown in Figure 2. The use of the
: lper poison positions shown in the Figure is dis-
@sed under the PDP calibrations.

1intnethe PDP, the R3/Adam fuel was studied at
igiilarlattice pitches of 23.7 cm and 30.8 cm. The

liitticearrangement at the 30.8 cm pitch is shown in'
j~re 3. The outermost region of the pile was loaded

~ib;llithium aluminum poison rods 2-54 cm in di&-
X eer, These were used to size the loading for approx-
# ~tel equal radial and vertical bucklings so as to

n nimum sensitivityin the buckling measurements.
iIE'ehxt region consisted of driver fuel at the same

As the test fuel. The innermost region contained
hi Disfuel. At each lattice pitch two different sized

Fsions wrere used, one containing 7 fuel aisem.
W and the other 12. Loadings for the 23.7 cm pitch
*wfbsentially identical except for the change in.

' PrsE Buckling Measurements

,RJ ~' Vetice Bucklings

1 The exponential buckling measurements depended
ip~ay on measurements of the vertical flux distri-

utzo". In the PSE these measurements were made
i.ct~vating indium foils 1.27 cm in diameter and

Vion thick in an air-filled aluminum tube. The
luminum tube was mounted slightly off-center

p4ximatcly equidistant from four fuel assemblies.
The~iiner diameter of the tube was 2.093 cm and
W' w ail thickness was 0.287 cm. An inner aluminum
blp6rt provided for accurate positioning of the foils,
,hich were an alloy of 20 wt % indium in lead. The

fls Mere counted on Nal(Tl) scintillation crystals in
,kiautomatic counter system. The activity data with
ies corresponding position data were processed using
OI M 650 routine which obtained a two parameter,.

i' ,squares fit of a theoretical A sink x (t-z) curve
i bide experimental data. In this expression, A is
1in aiplitude, x is the reciprocal of the vertical relaxa.

'?k 'IZ-length, t is the extrapolated upper boundary
Ioven from earlier measurements to be equal to the

eJ&tei height plus 5-4 cm, and z is the position coordi-
*, iate~ A and x are varied by the code until successive

1 Jte-rations differ by less than 1 x 10-5 in x. The code
, orrects for time decay of the foils and for counter

lacfrground and deadtime. Multiple counts of the same
Set Of foils were treated as separate problems and were
tO** xbined to give average values for x. Since the code
[ .iflies constant foil positions, a small correction was

l * t,
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needed for the lengthening of the aluminum foil support
with temperature.. The correction was calculated
assuming the vertical flux follows an exponential
function.
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R1adial .Bucklingss

Material bucklings for the exponential lattices were
obtained from the usual expression .B' .B' -x
where Be is the radial buckling of the exponential.
In the PSE the value of the .Be was determined by
intercomparisons with the ?DP and SE by substituting
in known values of By, for several lattices with meas-
ured ,c values, to obtain the average radial buckling.
The interior of the PSE is lined with coiled stainless
steel piping that is used to contain high pressure steam
during the heating cycle and cold water during the
cooling cycle of operation. The coils present a very
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irregular nuclear boundary and consequently it is
difficult to obtain the radial buckling by conventional
flux measurements. A room temperature value of
8.45 0.15 m-2 was chosen from the intercomparison.
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IU. 4. CorrecUiona to ?SR bockling meaurments from change of By with
temperature

given by rxERssoN [8]. This procedure take4s-i
account both the physical expansion of the tank- -
coils and the. changes in the diffusion leIth~ g.
fast and slow neutrons. The calculated change sj;
found to give good agreement with foil actijat~i
measurements in DIO moderator with no fuel
PSE. The calculated curve is given in Figure 4.LMe-

Experimental Difliculties A
Because it was necessary to adapt the e

measurements to fuel elements that were desigixe'j;
eventual use in the R3IAdam reactor, two dilfcit(;
were encountered in performing the experirie4$
the PSE. First the elements were about I
length rather than the 180 cm for which the PSEUDO
designed. This necessitated having water levels
the top of the fuel at the highest tempeature.5&;,
adjustment for this effect could have beenjjd
except that the gap in the fuel column betweseh
two fuel sections caused an exaggerated f
which perturbed the vertical exponential tra'hc
This peak required that several activating foilv
placed above and below the gap in order to-it3
sufficient unperturbed foil measurements to m;
vertical traverse. (There were not enough iiei'
ments available to make longer assemblies for thWP
measurements.) Therefore a compromise was
in which the water level was selected to coincle-
the top of the fuel at about 140° C, which is
in the expansion of the moderator over the hea
cycle. Subsequent measurements at room tempij
showed that the errors due to the effect of the rete
'were both random and small, i.e., +0-06m 2  f
reflector savings were made equal to the
thicknesses. In addition theoretical calculation's'"I
two-group theory and taking into account the neutM
absorption of the stainless-steel fuel-element sui
that extended through the reflector, showed th~tX
the maximum reflector thickness of 15 cm, the
tion to the buckling was less than 0.02 m'. No- U
correction was applied to the data becauseto .
uncertainty in the approximations that
used to estimate the neutron absorptions of th'e',si
port rods.

.The effect of the gap was further mininized g the
24 and 30 cm pitches by using foils locatedc'i
40, 45, 95, 100, 105, 110 and 115 cm above the l
of the fuel. Measurements were made to ehowt
the cadmium ratio of indium was constant ovfr'
region. At the 27 cm pitch the full set of foils was
and the room temperature measurements were.
pared with measurements in the same lattice in «e SV
As described later the results tended to substabtit
the PSE procedure. -

Resultsid ,l
The results of the PSE buckling measurements 5'e >

given in Table 1. and are summarized in Figux'$;
and 6. Each data point is an average of ser 1

i'.r

successive counts on the same set of foils'.

'The calculated curve at 20'C was normalized 1'IhC4S1
experimnental results at the 27 cm pitch by adjustmWl ifiP
he value of the resonance integral. In addition, all the
mental points in Figure 6 were corrected for the effect OWe4.
gaps in the fuel column. The calculated curve at 220° !
xomputed from the theoretical evaluation of the tempes
coefficient normalized to the values of.the buckling at X

lei. PSE buckling
9
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Fig. 5. Temperature variatiou of buckling for R3/Adam lattkes
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The intercomparison of the measurements reported
in this paper provides additional confirmation of the
value of B' that was chosen.

The change in radial buckling resulting from heat-
ing the PSE was calculated according to the procedure
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1, PSE buckling measurements of R3/Adam lattices for
99-75 nol-% D30

Dr..n. .. ~uaPth I 27 cm ritch 30 er Piteji

(5-42) 20 - L5M35 20 4371)o .74 22 3
,1-98 6-47 25° 3_16 (52395 222 3776 (4679)
3-13 5 32 4471 1 3-97 448

P*80:3-63 4 82 125 4-06 4 39 80 4-12 4-37
*5!j5 4{07 4-38 165 4-37 4-08 125 4-30 4-15

Ad.f'6 g63 99 193 4-61 3-84 164 4 67 3-88
J.71 3-74 218 4-74 3-71 189 4-72 3-73

. . '-99 3-46 220 - (3.50) 217 5-01 3-46
' X0 (3-30) - - - 220 - (3.36)

klngvalues in parentheses are extrapolated values.

SE Bucring Measurements

i buckling measurements were intended only
of lthe PSE treatment of the effect of the gap

5 ith'fiel. They were restricted to the 27 cm lattice.
$4? ,terticl buckling measurements in the SE were
4 W e with a traveling monitor [5], [9], a gamma coni-

neutron sensitive ion chamber which is
~. cilcd'vertically in an air.filled aluminnim thimble,

* U2 cm-in outer diameter with a wall thickness of
f~ ~i7dm. The tube was mounted slightly off center4 :jbis~imately equidistant from four fuel assemblies.

: oNeutron flux was recorded as a function of
M Fail position as the ion chamber was moved

¢. :.Asiih the tank. Four traverses and a background-
., dverse .were made for the present studies. For the

traverse the thermal neutron feed to the
poruental nvwas shut off by inserting a cadmium

u 0-076 cm thick, between the SE and the SP.
> Thhaekgroaind traverse corrects principally for

it~tdeutonsresulting from D (y, n)H reactions -that
tz>'stitedby gamma rays from the SP and also for

.s - residual gamma sensitivity of the ion chamber as
i «iWas for leakage of fast neutrons from the SP into

f §E. 'The'background is important because the SE
g; parated from the surface of the SP by only a

A2jiii graphite pedestal.
+ Mtaurements with the traveling monitor are

* yiently more accurate than those made with foils.
. .txisequently, the main purpose of the SE measure-

semen~ was to verify that the restricted number of foil
G~oing on either side of the fuel gap gave the same

f is{~lS as the traveling monitor flux distributions.
$tic iwas indeed the case. Also as shown in Figure 5.
!iqcomparison of the SE and PSE bucklings for
th~e 27 cm room temperature lattice further served to

l~tel. the radial buckling intercalibration. The SE
i buckling was adjusted upwards by a calculated
, rn'2J to correct for the fact the SE measurement'

-r-ad in 99 65 mol-% DO. I
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were inserted symmetrically in the thin-walled alu-
minum tubes shown in Figure 2. Use of the copper
wires made it possible to cover a wide range of
bucklings with a minimum disturbance of the lattice
parameters other than / and L2.

Critical moderator height measurements were made
on one-region loadings of each reference lattice. In
order to obtain material bucklings from these data, it
was necessary to know the vertical extrapolation
distances as well as the radial bucklings of the lattices.
These quantities were measured by irradiating gold
pins and thus obtaining the radial and vertical flux
distributions. The irradiations were made at both
pitches in the lattices containing 0 and 6 copper wires
per assembly. The radial bucklings and vertical
extrapolation distances were independent of the
amount of copper poison present, and were therefore
applied directly to the critical moderator height
measurements made on the full set of reference lattices.
Buckling results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Buckling res;uts for rerence pile loadings .1 PDP

Waaiber of Measured IB~o
?.1- " I ta suekliegs. Aluminum

cm ] ArsFebly AT-' Tubes. mn-' *B. r

30-8
* 30-8
* 30-8

30 8
* 23-7

23-7
23-7
23-7

6
46
2

0
6
4
2
0f

3-732
4-101
4-456
4-818
3-679
4-199
4-707
5'209

0-055
0-056
0-058
0-069
0-025
0-025
0-026
0-026

3-787 -

4-357
4-514
4-877
3-704
4-224
4-733
56235

The aluminum tube correction accounts for the safety
and control rod guides used in the PDP. The m6dera-
tor temperature was 22-5 -1-0° C and the purity was
99-68 + 0±02 mol-% D20 at the time of these measure.
ments. An analysis of experimental uncertainties
leads to an error of ± 0-05 mn2 on the reference lattice
bucklings.

Tea Region Calibraion

Test region calibrations consisted of measurements
of the PDP critical water heights with the four
reference lattices loaded in turn into each of the test
regions. These calibration data were analyzed by
requiring them to fit two-region, two-group diffusion
theory. The measured water heights were increased by
the measured extrapolation distances and substituted'
nto an IBM 650 code using calculated input lattice
parameters. Results of the two-group calculations
were extremely insensitive to the methods used in
mlculating the lattice parameters. The radius of the
boundary between regions and the buckling of the
'driver" region were varied until the buckling solu.
tions of the two-group calculations gave the best fit
o the previously measured bucklings of the four
attices used in the test regions. Results are given in
Table 3. They reveal that the, calculated "driver"
egion bucklings were slightly lower than the bucklings
measured for the one-region loadings, uncorrected for
he presence of aluminum thimbles. The differences
re reasonable because the thimbles are concentrated
a the "driver" region.

WI
PDP Buckling Measurements

Reference Laices

*it! " The PDP substitution measurements of the
, .R3/Adam lattice bucklings were calibrated to analo-

It s substitution measurements on reference lattices.
>Ixaese reference lattices consisted of the standard

fuel assemblies of 31 rod UO, fuel clusters each
t laining 6, 4, 2 or 0 copper poison wires. The wires
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Table 3. Input pajrm-ter for two-group akukaion of bucki~gs Table 4. B3/Ada laces - PDP buckRing Table 5. 2
- -of test reions ~99 68 mol-% DO and 226C ,

-S

.

F'

0

I� �

'5--,

I'

t

1�

Triangular- XOr of itrapoilted Pile Height. cm
Lattice Pitch. Copper Rod 7-Assembly Test 12-Assembly Test

cm Per Aemblyion Region

23-7 6 183-41 187 13
23-7 4 181-47 184-03
23-7 2 179-51 18078
23-7 0 177-52 177463
30-8 6 202-82 .208-64
30-8 4 199-72 203-43
30-8 2 196-53 198-42
30-8 0 193-43 193-65
23-7 R3/Adam 17742 177IM7
30-8 R31"am 192-32 191-85

Triangular Number M j Out
Lattice Pitch. OtAsmblies XI.n -em . Regmon Oer

em Is TAst Regions

Trangular
latUce iit.hl

On

iNumber of
31

7-e n , . , f l n n v I-
-sed In I 7-Assembly

Calculations Test Region
12-Amembly
Test Region

+ 4- I

23-7
23-7
30-8

2
1
2

6-275
6-262.
6-04 I.

5-258.
5-244
K-01 A

30-8
30-8
23-7
23-7

7
12
7

12

43-0
- 54-8

33-1
42-5

163-4
163-4
166-9
166-9

4-7826
4-7588
5-2034
561956

R3IAdam LaUtice Bucklings -

Following the calibration experiments, the R3/
Adam: lattices were inserted in the test regions and the
critical water heights measured. The extrapolated pile
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It is estimated that the precision of the substitit)4si
measurements, assuming the bucklings of the:Mub'iS
tion lattices are exact, is : 0-03 m-'. When cbln4A
with the uncertainty of -:i 0-05 m-' in the calittix'
buckling, an absolute uncertainty of about
is obtained for the bucklings in Table 4. -

Correcting these data to standard conditfo.;.!
99-75 rnol-% DO and 20° C gives values of buci1g,
of 5-32 + 0-07 m-' for the 23-7 cm pitch and
0-08 M-' for the 30-8 cm pitch. The water¢.>41
corrections were calculated and the tempetui
corrections were obtained from PSE data.

Perturbation Theory Analysis of PDP .td

An alternate method of analyzing the
stitution data is provided by a perturbatio)l i
approach developed by PtmSSox [10]. . For- h

-.method the substitution loadings were broke14
test, intermediate and driver regions as shown W~e'
example in Figure 7. Unit cells were drawn aSjbp'
boids with the two vertices at the acute (60o).;jl
terminating on fuel pieces. Rhomboids wit-liit .
vertices terminating on test fuel were assigii4
the test region, those with one vertex on a,
assembly and the other on a driver fuel assemblgy ru-
assigned to the intermediate region, and thoeili6
both vertices on driver fuel to the driver regiO~ x;I
obtaining statistical weights for use in the perturba6 i|
calculations each rhomboid was broken i~ito iro
equilateral triangles. The statistical weights weretben
calculated for the flux at the centroid of each tria
Since the test regions closely approximated the'#ig
region in material buckling, a. uniform n raidialu
-distribution was assumed corresponding to
distribution J, (B, r). The statistical weights, e,
then obtained as

it1 4A} (n,(2-4048 ))))
- f 2nrJ.2(B~r)dr 6

where A is the area of the unit triangle, R ;A\t1iQ
extrapolated radius of the pile taken from 1'ab1 C3,
B. is the square root of the radial buckling corspond
ing to that radius, and r, is the distance fronh
center of the reactor to the centroid of the i~uhI
triangle. The summation is taken over all unit trxaeV.t
in the region of interest. '

Numerical results are given in Table 5. The eri1
tical bucklings a' and cci are those corresponding :
the measured critical water heights for the sUbstitUt&
tion and full driver loadings respectively. The quOte&.-
errors on the (a'-ai) values are standard devistie A'
corresponding to an uncertainty of one millimCVe' iii7.
the difference between the two moderator height,.

the method
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r w:- Table 5. R cut, o perurbation mdod
. . . .

30.8 cm
Pitch

7A=tm-
bWle

s0- scm
Pitch

12 ASem-
blite

23-7 cm
Pitch

7 Masrw-
blie

23-7 cm
Pitch

12 Assem-
bies

traverse was unaffected by the presence of the gap at
that pitch.

The correctionsforthe critical substitution measure-
ments in the PDP were also made by assuming that
the effect of the flux perturbation due to the gaps in
the fuel columns extended 20.cm each side of the gap.
By statistically weighting these various regions
according to the over-all flux distribution in the PDP,
the corrections to the 23-7 and 30.8 cm pitches were
determined to be - 0-16 and +0 02 m 2 respectively.

0-1376
0-1855
26684-

.2-6379
0-0305

:10-0028
0-2304

0-805

0-132
±0-012

0-2559
0-2152
2-6815
2-6346
0-0469

±0-0028
0-3635

0-592

0-129
±0-00B

0-0800
0-1130
3-1354
3-1319
0-0035

4 0-0035
0-1365

0-828

0-026
L 00268

0-1532
0-1383
3-1301
3-1280.
0-0021

±0-0035 -

0-2224
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0-009
-+0-016
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* r the method developed by PlussoNs [10] the

wfj A + -W. is plotted against the function
',$ for the different sized test loading of each

*l ssbetstution lattice. In these functions, W, and W 2
V *sett i statistical weights of the test region and inter-
E6 j~te regions respectively. Extrapolation to a zero

j2 { ei~of W ; then gives the difference between.
2x ,Wf1test loading and a fall driver loading. This

{PIernce also corresponds to the difference in mate-
,,i nibuicklings between the two lattices. The extra-

are graphed in Figure 8. As seen from the
* Aste the results are well within- the experimental

Th those obtained from the one- and two-group

i. M in alternative to the straight line extrapolation
2 Huh the two data points at each pitch, the slopes

-:$ the lines can be computed and straight lines withL
,qs.opea can be drawn to give a best fit to the

? I2points. Such an approach gives the same result
p s'ae30-8 cm pitch, but changes the extrapolated -
-' , otf (a'-aQ+IW,) for the 23.7cm pitch to

iin's This further improves the agreement be-
l ' the different methods of measuring the buckling.

5 9. Bucklinga for Uniform Fuel Columns

2: HTre bucklings as measured in the PDP and the
., zpoeiiials are for the actual R3fAdam fuel assem-

- wlhch have gaps in the fuel columns. To put all
2 Ah pcxperiments and the calculations on the same ba-
Aorrections were calculated to give the bucklings
S or~fuel assemblies without gaps.

M6 ( The calculation was made by assuming that the
r ,Sect 'of the fuel gap extended uniformly over an inter.

1 t-Z~i* cm on either side of the center of the. gap and
X ~illathe effect was negligible beyond this interval.

ti,1'hekAifference in the average buckling of the 40 cm
I ,hit'al from that of the uniform lattice was ealcu-

.1 laSteby the SRL recipe using the measured foil
CCteIvations in the vicinity of the gap for.calculating I

rtLf|hd '. For the exponential measurements, vertical
vfluxs profiles were calculated by one-energy group
thieory for the three region loading and compared to

4i alculated flux profiles for a loading with a uniform
.lattce The corrections for the 24, 27 and 30 cm pit.

Jtiles were -0.09, 0.00 and +0-05 m2 respectively at
A'-20'C and -0-10, -0.01, and'+0-03 m2 at 2200 C.
; a 'n easurement of the effect of the gap at 27 cm in
'~- I SE confirmed, within i 0-05 m 2, that the vertical

., :' I er

i1

SI
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WIg.8. Analysis of RS/Adam substitution inesumments by perturbaUon

method

These corrections were used in obtaining the experi-
mental points that are compared with the calculated'
bucklings in Figure 6.

Intracell Activation Mreaurements

The thermal neutron flux profiles in the central
cell of the 27 cm lattice in the PSE were measured by
activations of manganese in "P-metal" 1 pins 1-27cm
long and 0-152 cm in diameter. A schematic of the pin
loading is shown in Figure 9. Pins inside the cluster
were supported by a circular plate of Zircaloy-2,
0-318 cm thick, a quarter of which is shown in Figure9.
Pin holders, or ladders, were cantilevered from the
circular plate into the moderator and perpendicular
to the fuel column. The ladders were Zircaloy rods,
0-475 cm in diameter, containing holes for the pins.
Ladders I and 4 were pointed to the nearest adjacent
fuel assemblies. A lesser number of pins covered with
0-076 cm of cadmium were irradiated in a similar
fashion at a level 8 inches below the bare pins. Radial
plots of the subcadminum and epicadmium activations

1 P-metal is a commercially available aloy containing
72% Mn, 18% Cu, and 10% Ni. Under the condition of the
experiment essentially only Min activations are detected in the
alloy.

X____~
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are shown for the cold and hot lattices in Figures 10
and 11. These plots do not contain corrections for the
over-all radial flux shape in the PSE. Accordingly the
comparison flux distributions obtained from P-3
calculations, to be discussed later, were multiplied by
JO (B, re).

Actual locations of the pins within the clusters were
in the coolant between fuel rods. The P-3 fluxes,

For the purpose of calculating disadvantage fac
for determining LX, the over-all J. (B, r) flux eorrecj
was applied to the experimental data. These data n
then transferred to a two-dimensional plot and iso:
lines plotted over the cell. Numerical integrations
used to obtain the average flux in the various regi4
The results are shown in the tables of disadvprit
factors, Tables 6 and 7. In these tables, thef
average diffusion coefficient, Def, and macros&
absorption cross section, (E.)n,. are defined by'

(-1.).n=Zdj = S., and I/Dff=Zdi r
if - on 11 ceull

where the terms di and YdXu are defined in the t,
' The P-3 calculation of L2 is described in tWe'

section. The value of LI obtained from the expeiij
tal flux profiles agrees precisely with the P-3 valh

for

it~,) jlulk moderate
l EGO0 (fuel coolant)

= 0-82

fg. A. Quarter of uni& cell for Z3IAd*= lattice. Showing pin positions
used in activation measaments Ratio

q E5 I I
for .

S- 11. 1 11 1

bt e _ ~ s .M/ cor-cvtk- - - .'o fo ?-fod wro37e
ia Lokr I

~Z 2 O 2

AS--/O lak. efldt: Va s.JV .

5 y

Eam;=r
rIg. 11. Thermal flux profil for RtS/Adam lattice at:

t in t

o . i s a a 2 P Ace .
Andius

Fig. 10. Thermal flux profile for R3/Adam lattice at 20- C

the room temperature case. For the high temper
case, the experimental value of L2 is about 3 % I
than the P-3 value. This discrepancy is withit

* estimated combined errors of such variables as cx
ing statistics, ladder placement, and the cialc
corrections to average fuel fluxes. An inspectii
Figures 10 and 11 also shows that the P-3 mclii
very good at predicting the flux shapes withii
oxide rod clusters. .

Cakulation of Bucklings
and Temperature Coeflicients

es The calculation of room temperature ale
Le bucklings was based on the recipe currently use
le SRL [11]. Temperature coefficients of buckling
;o based on the same recipe with the following exteni
g and modifications.

cox

however, correspond very nearly to average valu(
within the uranium oxide of the individual rods. T1
experimental points were therefore corrected to averaE
uranium oxide values. Diffusion theory was used t
obtain the detailed flux within a'small cell consistin
of a single rod, its cladding, and a varying boundar
radius equal to the distance of each pin from its ass(
ciated fuel rod. These flux profiles were then used t
reduce the pin activations at the small cell boundar
to the average in the fuel. The same profiles were als
used to obtain average fluxes in the Zircaloy.2 claddin
from the pin activations.

y

10

y .
0

g

a. . .

.NeutronAg e,o

The neutron age, r, was increased at the bighet
temperatures by the square of the ratio of D 0 dell
sity at 20° C to that at the higher temperatures The
effect of light water was obtained from other measlI
ments [12].
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Table 6. Calculation of L2 for 19-rod oxide duster at c square laUice of 27 cm and a temperature of 217' C

.Xtem jY. Vmu Do
_______________ cm( m _ __ _ __ _ m '1 j c m j cm '-,C -

u ki@ moderator) ...
ifljel coant) . - .*

JDY-2.....

'.P1t .. .. . . ...

650-43
26-94
43-13

8650
729-00

48-60
27-41
26-32

.26-74
46-24

1-0510
0-592&
0-5691
0-5782
1-0000

0-53 x 10'd
0-53 x 10-'
0-1172
0-OOG45

1-074
1-074
0 808
1-129

0-000050
0-000001
0-00394G
0-000043
0-004040

0-8731
0 0204
0-0417
0-0060
0-9412

,= 1-0625 cm
I = 0-004035 cm-'

n Ratios for Mn Actival
i moderator average = 3

L' = Defl,, - 263-3 cm2, Experimental
L' = 253-9 cm, P-3 Theory
Lions:
11±2 U10-Rod average= 19 ±l

for Jo flux shape.

- Table 7. Calvkion of L2forl9-rod ox;d duster at a quare lattce pitch of 27 cm n Ala temperature o 20° C

v,

em-/en
i- ;i . .. Zai, Di

nm

d V' r

*ia-
d V- DI

._ Di~

.
.

Lk moderator) . .
I WDDant) ... ..
;' ... . . . . ..
-2 . .. .. .. .
*. . . . . . . . .

M = 0-8286 cm
. -_ 0-004530 cm'

650-43
26-94
43-13

8-50
729-00

4748
22-82
21-50
22-36
44-73

1-0613
0-5100
0-4806
0-4998
1-0000

0-82 x 10-'
0-82 x 10-'
0-1550
0-00832

0-829
0-829
0-790
1-129

0-000078
0-000002
0-004407
0-000049
0-004536

1-143
0-023
0-036
0-005
1-207

V = D.U/IE. - 182-7 cm*, Experimental
L -182-4 cm", P -3 Theory

knm Ratios for M1n Activations: -
WuAk moderator average = 38 + 2 U

rected for J. flux shape.

TAermal Migration Areas, IP
. CA Utii6_io F-dors i

0,-Rod average = 20 + I

.-I

1,j

....

.4

.*
. .
.: -

*;

ngs
cients

mperature lattice" 4
currently used, at

3 of buckling 'ere >!
Blowing extensiOns

sed at the higher
ratio of D,0 den- c
emperatures. De
zm other measure

U were determined by IBM 650 computa-
ssed on thie one-energy group P-3 approximation

fW isport theory. In these calculations the cluster
rodls was homogenized into a single large rod.

We dilerence in the flux in the UO, and in the Zircaloy
was obtained from a three-region diffusion

5 calculation of the flux disadvantage factor of a
ulli1 od within the cluster.
j4dard rvalues of absorption and scattering cross

4 ietiiii were used with the following exceptions. The
tCE$lctions for Zircaloy-2 were calculated from a

~cturer's composition table. The resultant Max-
Win" :aaverage values at 20 Cwere EX =0-00832 cm-1

;J 4 = 0-3418 cm-1. The absorption cross section
tats taken to have a 1/v energy dependence with

ing temperature. The values of the cross sec-
-i.r natural uranium, also Maxwellian averaged,

BZre derived from WzsTcoTr's data [13].
moderator diffusion parameters for the high

Ulperature P-3 inputs had to be calculated. The
*.Qure followed that of RADXOwSKY [14]. The
tr~Scopic scattering cross section, E,, for D5 0 and
?-9...st moment, * mjiE,, have been given by Srxx.

as differential functions of energy [15]. It is
0t,; howevera permissible to use energy averages of

two quantities to obtain the corresponding
l~raueters for the P-3. theory. Rather it is necessary

ose average values of E, and zr such that they
~OIZlbine to give the proper energy average of the finc-

I ,Ul D ,=/[3 ( , -2)]. Such values of D averaged
;tV et lBaxwelian energy spectra have been given by
l Ieon's~iD. Bob

NODERsM [16]. It has been demonstrated by one of
the authors (N. P. BAumfxii) that at 20 and 2500 C
the differential values of SPrxx.:eRo give, to an accura-
cy of 0.5%, the same energy-averaged values of D as
obtained by NODmE To obtain suitable P-3 para-
meters, the energy-averaged values of D and X, are
separately obtained and the.above equation for D
is solved to give El, or equivalently, A.f for the D,O
molecule where E,= (213A.f)E,. The value of Aeff
is then used to obtain 2* from the defining relation
Es =1/2(3p -1) E, where

-2 1 2 1 ( -) 1. IA.u+ I
Ad = j- (3-A,')+In+ 8tl

48 Aeff AeRif

The room temperature value of i7 has been. kept.
at the SRL recipe value of 1-327, the temperature
variation calculated from WstcoTrr's data [13] and
Huonus' cross sections [17].

The effects of epithermal absorptions were included
in the calculation of 7s by separately averaging the
fission and absorption cross sections for U'J3 and the
l/v component of IJ~s capture over all energies. The
values of 7 were calculated for a relatively hard

.reactor spectrum, r=0-10. The index r is a measure
of the ratio of epithermal to thermal neutron flux
and corresponds closely to the ratio of epithermal to
thermal captures of a lv detector for the flux distribu-
tion. If the index, r, does not change with temperature,

-the temperature variation of 7 is the value of 1-2 x 10-4
per 'C. However, the cadmium ratios listed in Tables 6
and 7 for the 27 cm lattice indicate that the value
of r. does change with temperature irn the R3/Adam
lattices. Used in conjunction with the latest values of

15
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Mlit 7 Textabbildungen Laufzeitverteilun

(Eingegangen am 2.April 1962) % 46. ! 3. Mesmi

Zusammenfassung. Die Laufzeit der Elektronen im Multiplier wurde aus der Phasenverschiebung bestimamt, die emn inu'-.. vr5i. tnAbb. I ist der
flrmiges Signal wahrend seiner Laufzeit erleidet. Die Startphase an der Kathode ergibt sich.durch Variation der Betrib8-' Pwendete Versuchsau

spannungVp;und Extrapolation auf U -* DieLaufzeitist umgekehrt proportional derWurzel aus derBetriebsspanuung , z quent modulerte Lic
In gleicher Weise wurde fuOr mehrere blultiplier-Typen die Laufzeit der Phbtoelektronen zwischen Kathode und I DyiiodOCt .4 1i?.Zgt Die GlimDnlm

mittelt. 
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Durch Abtasten der Photokathode mit dem verkleinerten Bild der Lichtquelle konnte das Laufzeitprofil der Kathode iuf . ,.Yorgespannt, damit s,
genommen werden. Dabei ergaben sich Laufzeitunterschiede his zu 15 ns. ;V pannung nur einma

-tSw Spnnn nur einma s
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